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A superconducting quadrupole magnet based on the Canted-Cosine-/eta (CCT) type coil with a gradient field of 40 T/m and a
bore diameter of 60mm has been designed for the preresearch of two projects of high intensity accelerator facility (HIAF) and
accelerator driven subcritical system (ADS). /e magnet is comprised of two-layer coils embedded in the formers and the end
plates for locating. /e coil formers made of aluminum alloy are machined with grooves according to the drive equations of CCT
for placing the wires. /e existence of ribs between two adjacent wires can avoid accumulation of the electromagnetic force. It is
important to take the mechanical design for the complex structure to avoid tensile stresses on the conductor and confine the
stresses within a reasonable value. /e stress analysis for the quadrupole magnet has been carried out considering the thermal
shrinking due to cool down as well as the electromagnetic force on the coil. /is paper reports the detailed stress analysis for the
CCT quadrupole magnet structure, discusses the calculating results, and gives a reasonable mechanical design.

1. Introduction

High intensity accelerator facility (HIAF) and accelerator
driven subcritical system (ADS) are under construction at
the Institute of Modern Physics in China [1, 2]. HIAF is a
new project to pursue nuclear physics research which
consists of a booster ring called BRing, a spectrometer ring
called SRing, and a fragmentation separator called HFRS.
And, HFRS is an important connection between BRing and
SRing with the field rigidity of 25 T·m and a big beam ac-
ceptance of ±160mm. To meet the requirements of the
magnetic field, the CCT superconducting magnets are
presented because it can produce a good field with smaller
cold mass than the superferric-type magnet [3]. ADS is the
most promising device for the safe treatment of long-life
nuclear waste which consists of a superconducting proton
linac, a high-power spallation target, and a subcritical re-
actor. In the superconducting linac, the solenoids are used
heavily for beam focus. In order to increase the magnetic
field gradient further, the CCT quadrupole magnet was

proposed to explore the possibility for employing at the
superconducting linac. It would be installed in the same
cryostat with the superconducting cavities so as to shorten
the total length and save cost [4].

In order to verify the feasibility for real application, a
CCT superconducting quadrupole magnet prototype was
developed. It has a bore diameter of 60mm and efficient
length of 160mm. For higher efficiency, ten wires were
placed in one groove by the 2× 5 arrangement with series
connection. /e operating current is 400A. /e stability of
superconducting magnet mechanical structure is one of the
main reasons for quench [5–8], so the stress-strain analysis
on the magnet structure plays an important role on the
magnet design [9–15], particularly for the complex structure
of the CCT quadrupole magnet. /e analysis model is
created by cutting a section from the structure with a pitch
owing to its periodic symmetry in the axial direction. Based
on the 3D model, the stress analysis was carried out in the
ANSYS software considering the thermal strain during
cooling down and the electromagnetic force at the operating
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current of 400 A./e surfaces between the support structure
and the coil are in contact during the operation, and the
contact analysis model is used to make the results closer to
the real situation. /e results show that the low-field CCT
superconducting quadrupole magnet can meet the rigidity
requirements of the magnet by strengthening the internal
structure without external support structure.

2. Mechanical Structure

/e mechanical structure of the CCT quadrupole is
depended much on the coil form with the conductor path
according to the following equations. As a result, the current
flow lines are distributed on the surface of a cylinder and
bring about a cos2θ like current distribution in the axial
direction. However, beside axial current, there is azimuthal
current component which can produce axial field. In order
to attain a pure quadrupole field, two superimposed coils
with oppositely current direction are used to cancel the axial
field (see Figure 1). It can be seen that the winding of each
layer exhibits a periodic symmetry in the axial direction,
which also can be derived by equations (1)–(3). /e mini-
mum periodic length is the pitch of the conductor path
which is the turn-to-turn axial distance expressed by h. /e
symmetry region can be repeated in a laminated pattern to
form the complete CCT layer [12]:

x(θ) � R · cos(θ), (1)

y(θ) � R × cos(θ), (2)

z(θ) �
h

2π
θ + sin(2 · θ) · cot(α). (3)

For the accuracy of coil positioning and the feasibility of
winding, also considering the effect of electromagnetic force,
the best choice of the coil mandrels are some cylindrical
tubes with grooves on its surfaces, as shown in Figure 2. /e
grooves are machined out of the tube and the remaining part
is the mandrel which is comprised of the ribs and cylindrical
spar. /e ribs located between turns can intercept the ac-
cumulation of Lorentz force and transfer them to the spar.
/e spars and ribs provide structural support for the CCTcoil.
/e shapes of the grooves and ribs agree with the quadrupole
winding which is shown in Figure 1./erefore, the mandrel is
also axially periodic and so does the whole magnet structure.

Figure 3 shows the assembly of the quadrupole prototype
which consists of two-layer mandrels, two end plates, posi-
tioning keys, and an outer aluminum shell. Table 1 lists the
main parameters of the quadrupole structure./e positions of
the mandrels and the cylinders are limited in the circum-
ferential direction by using the keys so as to ensure the cir-
cumferential installation accuracy. And, the axial assembling
accuracy is fulfilled by the end plates with locating pins on it.

3. Structure Analysis

3.1. FEM Model. /e quadrupole prototype includes two
conductor layers; with each layer, ten wires are positioned
into one groove together, as shown in Figure 4./e diameter

of the superconducting NbTi wire is 1mm and the cross
section of the groove is 2× 5mm2./e ten conductors in the
coil channel are treated as a rectangular region for model
simplification. In fact, the coil cross-section perpendicular to
the conductor path is actually a rectangular area after being
impregnated.

Having the benefit of the periodic symmetry for the CCT
structure, a 3D magnet model with a single symmetry region
can be created for the structure analysis. /e analysis model
created by ANSYS software [16] is depicted in Figure 5. /e
axial length is just one pitch. /e interfaces between the
conductors and the mandrel are treated as bonded because the
void space in the channels are filled by epoxy resins. /e
displacements on the contact surface between the two layers are
coupled together by using the CPINTF command. To satisfy
the requirement for periodic symmetry characteristic, the
meshes on the two axial faces should be coincident. One of the
axial faces is meshed first and then the meshes are copied into
the other axial face. /erefore, the nodes on the two surfaces
are matched. /e element type of SOLID186 is used for the
structural calculation and all of the meshes are hexahedrons.

3.2. Boundary Conditions. /e generalized plane strain
condition is achieved by setting the difference between the
node displacements on the axially constrained surface
(δz � 0) to zero. /e axial length of the CCT model will
change during the cold shrinking process, so generalized
strain conditions are not suitable. For the demand of pe-
riodic axial symmetry, the matching nodes on the two axial
surfaces coupled their transverse displacement and related the
axial displacement to a constant length δz. In this analysis, we
use the second condition in [13, 15] which is closest to the
behavior of CCT with δz ≠ 0 for all constrained nodes taking
thermal contraction into account./e value of δz is defined as
the net force over the entire magnet symmetry surface is zero.
It can be determined by calculating the total force on the outer
axial faces in ANSYS with two assumed δz value and to
interpolate linearly the zero net force value. Figure 6 shows
the interpolating process for attaining the correct δz value.

3.3. Lorentz Force. /e Lorentz force on the conductors is
significant for the superconducting magnet with large op-
erating current and high field. /e forces are calculating in
Opera3D with the CCT coil model created by a series of 20-
node brick conductors. /e design parameters of the
quadrupole magnet are listed in Table 2.

/e centroid coordinates of the elements for the cur-
rent-carrying conductors are exported from ANSYS as a
table file, and then, the Lorentz force density expressed by
J ×B at these coordinates are calculating in Opera3D [17]
by processing the table file./e Lorentz force density on the
conductors is shown in Figure 7. /e maximum value is
7.8 ×108 N/m3. /en, the force on each element can be
obtained by multiplying the corresponding element vol-
ume (4). Finally, the element force should be shared on all
of its nodes and the Lorentz forces for loading on each node
are prepared.
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3.4. ANSYS Calculation. /e 3D finite element model with
periodic axial symmetry for CCT quadrupole has been
established and the Lorentz force load has also been cal-
culated. /e material of coil mandrel is aluminum alloy and

the impregnated coil is treated as composites of NbTi/Cu
wire and epoxy resin. /e effective Yong’s modulus is used
for the coil based on the homogenization method. /e
material properties of coil and mandrel are listed in Table 3.

/e thermal contraction from room temperature to 4.2 K
and Lorentz force is taken as loads onto the model for the
structure analysis. /e winding tension is not considered.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Stress Analysis with Lorentz Force. It starts to research
the deformation and stress of the CCT quadrupole magnet
which sustained only the Lorentz force. One of the ad-
vantages of CCT type magnet is that the electromagnetic
force can be separated by ribs in the axial direction and
prevented from accumulating. Figure 8 shows the dis-
placement and stress of the coil under the effect of Lorentz
force. It can be seen that the deformations feature the
rotational symmetry in the circumferential direction with
an angle of 90 deg which is in according with the me-
chanical characteristic of the quadrupole magnet. /e
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Figure 2: Mechanical drawing of quadrupole former with partial conductors and the cross section of the magnet.
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Figure 1: Conceptual view of CCT quadrupole winding.

Figure 3: Assembly of the CCT quadrupole prototype.

Table 1: Parameters of the quadrupole magnet structure.

Parameters Unit Values
Diameter of inner and outer layer mandrel mm 60/79
/ickness of inner and outer spar mm 3/2.6
Distance between two mandrels mm 0.2
Minimum rib thickness mm 0.61
Winding pitch mm 6
Tilted angle deg 45
Groove size mm2 2× 5
/ickness of end plate mm 16
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conductors are pulled in the middle plane and pressed in
the π/4-plane (seen in Figure 2).

/emaximumfield on the conductor is about 1.9 Tesla with
the operating current of 400A. /e calculation shows the
maximum displacement of the coil is 0.05 microns at the lo-
cation of midplanes. /e equivalent stress on the conductors is
less than 10MPa./e results indicate that the outer shell may be
not necessary in this quadrupole magnet according to the
analysis results because the electromagnetic force is not very
largewith the lowmagnetic field. It is however better to assemble
an outer shell to restrict the conductor deformation and resist
the Lorentz force especially for the high-field CCTmagnet.

4.2. Stress Analysis with Loads of 2ermal Contraction and
LorentzForce. /e thermal strain is indeed unignored due to
the large temperature difference and the inconsistent

shrinkage coefficient of the structural materials. And, the
larger the structure scale is, the severer the thermal con-
traction. /e stress analysis is taken step by step which is
responding to the actual process of cooling and energizing.
Two points on the inner surface are constrained to restrain
the moving of the rigid body.

Figure 9 shows the radial displacement and equivalent
stress distributions of the structure during cooling down
from 293K to 4.2 K. /e results show that it shrinks inward

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of conductor placement in grooves
for each layer.

Figure 5: /e 3D periodic symmetry model for structural analysis
in ANSYS for CCT quadrupole with two layers.
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Figure 6: /e interpolating process of zero net force for δz by two
assumed values.

Table 2: /e main parameters of magnets.

Parameters Value
Magnetic field gradient 40 T/m
Inclination angle 45 deg
Wires in groove 5× 2
Coil layer 2
Turns per layer 28
Operating current 400A

Surface contours: #FDMOD
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Figure 7:/e distribution of the Lorentz force density calculated in
Opera3D by J×B.
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by a maximum of 0.25mmwhich is agreed with the thermal
shrinkage coefficient of the material of aluminum. /e
stress concentrated at the location of the constraint points
however is not real. /e most part of the structure is below
300MPa. /e stresses at the contact region between the
conductors and ribs are a little larger which is up to
500MPa. It results from the identical deformation on the
nodes of these contact areas by gluing all of the ribs and
conductors.

Figure 10 presents the radial and azimuthal stresses
which are distributed on the conductors. It can be seen that
the radial stresses are within 100MPa which are compressed
in the majority of the conductors, and the azimuthal stresses
are mostly less than 150MPa. However, the stresses are
larger at the shared edge which is located at the pi/4 plane
and its folded symmetry position. /ese locations are also
corresponding with the magnet poles in which the con-
ductors are like an arch shape. It can be eliminated by not

only taking a contact analysis but also increasing the
complexity of creation of the contact pairs and the finite
element model.

/en, the Lorentz forces are loaded to the conductors in
the second step of the structural analysis. /e forces are
calculated in OPERA software with the operating current of
400A. Figure 11 shows the stresses on the conductors which
is almost not different with the results of thermal contraction
because of the smaller displacement under the Lorentz force
with respect to thermal shrinking.

/e maximum and minimum conductor stresses in the
cylindrical coordinate system are shown in Table 4. /e
highest stress for the conductor is found in the innermost
layer. /is value is 141MPa in the inner coil.

Figure 12 presents the equivalent stress on the spars and
ribs of the mandrels. /e most part of the ribs are subjected
to the stress of 300MPa which is also below the yield
strength of the Al-6061.

Table 3: Material properties for CCT quadrupole structure analysis.

Materials Elastic modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio /ermal expansion coefficient
Coil (composites of NbTi/Cu and resin) 80 0.3 10.5×10−6

Al6061 70 0.3 14.3×10−6
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Figure 8: /e displacement (a) and equivalent stress (b) distributions of the CCT quadrupole magnet under the Lorentz force.
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Figure 9: /e radial displacement distribution (a) and equivalent stress distribution (b) of the structure during cooling down.
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Figure 11: /e radial (a) and azimuthal (b) stress distributions on the conductors with loads of thermal contraction and Lorentz force.

Table 4: /e stress of conductor (in MPa).

Cooldown to 4.2 K Operation at 0.4 kA

Inner coil
σr −90/10 −85/10
σθ 62/136 54/141
σz −85/16 −80/20

Outer coil
σr −78/28 −72/20
σθ 23/103 22/133
σz −64/11 −56/40
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Figure 10: /e radial (a) and azimuthal (b) stress distributions on the conductors when cooled down to 4.2 K.
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Figure 12: /e equivalent stress on the magnet mandrels.
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In fact, the method, which imposes the identical dis-
placement on the interface between the conductors and the
mandrel, will bring about a larger stress than the truth value.
So, it can be regarded as a conservative structural analysis.

5. Conclusion

/e mechanical design for the CCT quadrupole magnet
prototype has been done. For stresses analysis, a periodic
axial symmetry model related to two-layer CCTmagnet with
one pitch is taken to be solved in ANSYS. /e loads by
thermal contraction during cooling and Lorentz force are
considered in the calculation. /e results show that the
displacement of the coil is very small at the effect of Lorentz
force which is about 0.05 microns. /e equivalent stress is
less than 10MPa which indicates that the Lorentz force is
separated by the ribs. And, the effect of Lorentz force on the
result of stresses is quite weaker than the thermal strain. /e
results of the two analysis steps are almost same and the
displacement and stress of the structure are dominant by
thermal contraction./emaximum stress on themandrels is
about 300MPa which is within the allowable value.
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